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Students·-- e Dorm Cafeteria 
By u..,old Smith 
Every student who lives in. the 
UNM dorms has to buy a meal 
ticket, and depending on whether 
it's a five- or seven-day plan the 
price ranges from $333.50 to 
$41~.50 a semester·, per resident. 
. The meal ticket on the seven-
day plan entitles the student to 
·three meals a day during the 
week and two on Sunday at the 
campus' food service· center, La 
Posada. On Monday evening, 
their trays partially empti~d, a 
few students expressed their 
opinions on the quality, selection 
.and cleanliness of the food they 
pay for at the dorm's cafeteria. 
· Sitting alone as he gnawed 
away at his main course, fresh-
man Chris Saputa said, "New 
Mexico is supposed to be a beef 
state, yet this is the only place 
I've ever eaten which can destroy 
the flavor of beef in any way they 
cook it." 
Saputa continued his attack on 
the food service operation. "I 
think it's a rip-off being forced to 
take a meal plan just because y JU 
live in the dorms. I'm on the '.ve-
day .m~•r<;pl,., qnly .. ; .. becau~-·1. 
have to."· . · 
. Another complaint from 
Saputa was the lack of selection 
on the line. "And when they do 
(have a selection,)" he said, 
"there's not enough.'' ·· 
Cleanlipess at La ·Posada 
doesn't bother Saputa, however. 
"It's the same as everywhere 
else," he said. "You find a hair 
·every once and a while." 
Junior Betty Sue Cotton said, 
"It's fine. Starchy, just like all in-
stitutional food. 
"I only complain when I fjnd 
Iittle.,blaek hairs in my~f®Cit The· 
ice cream is good though.~' . 
H~r supper partners, Hans 
Peterson and Thomas Chism, 
waited patiently to voice their 
opinions. Chism, a freshman, 
said, "They ·(La Posada)· go for 
quantity, not quality. But I do eat 
here more than I ever did at 
home." 
Peterson. said facetiqusly, "I 
want to go. on record as saying 
their Jello is just fine, and I 
really resent that they put salt• 
peter in the mash potatoes. 
''Also they eerta.inly don't 
eeQnomize ... o.n ,g~as.e,,". but the.ir 
• . (Continu;d on page e)' 
Purported Produce.r 
Of ·oramatics Concert 
Calls UNM ·f.rom L.A. 
The air·eady confused situation surrounding the Dramatics concert 
became even cloudier today. The purported producer of the event 
made several telephone calls from a pay booth. in Los Angeles .aft~r 
the alleged producer's mother was, contacted by FBI agents. 
The producer claimed that persons in Albuquerque were making 
copies of tickets for the concert and intended to sell the bogus tickets 
or use them for their own entrance into the concert. 
He also said that someone had duplicated his hotel key, and that 
fear of losing the concert money by thievery prompted him to leave 
town with the real tickets to the concert and all revenue from ticket 
sales. 
The alfeged producer did not 
explain why he did not report the. 
phoney ticket printing or 
dupliC.!ation of his hotel key to 
police. Nor did he attempt to ex~ 
plain the statement from the of· 
·fice of the Dramatics' manager 
. that the Dramatics never in-
tended to do a concert in New 
Mexico. t.or were they contacted"" 
for one. 
Meanwhile, Afro•American 
Studies Director Harold Bailey 
issued a statement to the press in 
which he offered to personally 
reimburse victims of the ap- • .... ' 
pare}!t. hoax. ~ 
· In explaining his decision, 
Bailey said that he felt "the " 
image of the Afro-American . . 
Studies program is more im- J>ho~ by Scott Harvel 
portant than money." . Harold Ba11ey 
"The information disseminated to the public by the news media 
regarding my involvement with the concert scandal is an attempt to 
question the .professional and positive image of the Afro· American 
Studies program and cause the public to question .my integrity and 
professional credibility as a person," said Bailey in his statemen't. 
"The Afro-American Studies Program did not sign a contract to 
bring in the Dramatics or any other group," said Bailey. "I did reser-
ve Popejoy Hall for a performance becau~e it was stated to me by the 
ptomofer that ~dop~.tion would.b.e.:m•~-4"'=t~.our Sttadent· Em~tgency 
(Continued on pa~re '1)' 
Ford, Carter Win New Hampshi're Pri'mary 
Reagan Runs Close 
Second to President 
President Gerald Ford parlayed his incumbency and the recent ' 
brightening of the economy irito a narrow victory over rival Ronald 
Reagan in yesterday's New Hampshire primary. 
The margin -of the vote-51 per cent for Ford to 49 per cent gar• 
nered 'by Reagan-was. the narrowest victory in the Republican 
primary in New Hampshire in this century. In real. people terms, 
Ford's two per cent margin of victory translated into slightly over 
1200 votes. 
Ford and Reagan both claimed victory in the contest, witli Ford 
supporters stressing the c~me-from-behind aspect of the Ford win, 
while Reagan backers . pointed. out that battling an incumbent 
president to a near tie in New Hampshire was a moral victory that 
would pay off in later primaries, . .. . · 
Ford aide Rogers Morton _said any claim by Reagan forces of a 
moral victory in New Hampshire would amount to "mere rhetoric.'' 
11Th ere seems to be a lot of rhetoric about the advantages of coming 
in second in this primary,'' Morton said •. "I heard the Democratic can· 
didates say that they had achieved an of their goals when they ran 
second and third. This"is a new type of politics. I ha\fe.always felt that 
it was better to win." 
''When you look atwhere we started, and when you loOk at the 
number of visits that Mr. Reagan made to New Hampshire andcom· 
pare. that with the number that the President w.~s ~ble to make, it 
shows that we were moving ahead very, very fast, said Morton. 
The President's press secretary, Ron Nessen, was far ... more 
cautious in his assessment of the New Hampshire contest. Nessen 
predicted a tirst round victory for .F'ord at the Kansas City con· 
vention, but admitted tllat Reagan's showing in New HampshJre in· 
dicated that,he could win several upcoming~state ptimliries. Nessen 
declined_ to say -~hich primaries he thought ~eag~n would win:. . . 
Ford told his aides that his New H:unpsh1re wm would be a great 
springboard" towat:d election in_ November. 111fwewin a couple more 
primaries, and I tliink ·we will, we will be ready for the finals-and I 
think we will there too:' Ford said. 
Nessen' said Ford now b~Ueves the momentum is his and that he is 
' · .' "'\, . : ·. ·\·· .... ~. ICQ_I\tlnu.ell qt!.page.&t.:, •. 
,.._ •. '".. ' . ~ \l .... , ., 
Udall WinS Liberal 
Vote, Places Second 
Moderate Democrat Jimmy Carter waltzed to an easy victory over 
·four liberal opponents, capturing 30 per cent of the vote. Carter's 
nearest competitor·, Arizona Congressman Morris Udall, was a 
distant second with 24 per cent of the vote. 
Senator Birch Bay h. placed third with 16 per cent of the vote, while 
-~ Fred Harris culled 11 per cent and Sargent Shriver slightly under 10 
,~ per cent., • d. . . . 
Carter s victory gave him ·13 convention elegates, while Udall ear-
ned four for his second place finish. 
The former Georgia governor and millionaire peanut magnate said 
that "when we get to the convention in July-after a lot of hard 
work-it's going to be a very quick decision." Carter predicted a first-
ballot nomination at the Democratic convention. 
The eventual triumph of Carter was never in doubt. He rolled up an 
early lead and maintained a comfortable margin throughout the night. · 
Carter's competition recognized the. cliaUenge presented to them 
by 'the middle-of·the-road Georgian. Morris Udall said, •icarter is 
clear!y the front runner. He's the man to beat.'' 
Udall said he was satisfied with his New Hampshire showing, 
stressing the importance of the Massachusetts primary, in which both 
George Wallace and Henry Jackson will be ~tered. 
"We've got to do well here," Udall said prior to the New Hampshire· 
primary ... I'd like to be first, but I would consider it a victory if we 
lead the progressives ... If I don:t lead the liberal pack in Massachuset-
ts, I'm in tea)Jrouble.'' . · ... 
Udall said he would have won in New Hampshire if Wallace and 
. Jackson had entered the race. "This is why Massachusetts is so im~ 
portant. We are playing with a full deck here (in Massachusetts). All 
the candidates are in the race." . · 
Udall expressed hopes that he would place first in the Massachuset-
ts tace, but declined to predict victory. . .. . .· . 
The Massachusetts race will undoubtedly focus on Boston's 
troubled experiment w~th busing, an i15SUe expected to swing votes 
toward Wallace. 
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~ Explains Banquet Statement ~~ 
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~ Nixon Makes ·It Perfectly Clea:r 
] PEKING (UPI)-Former 
r~ Pre~ident Richard Nixon today 
';, strongly denied he intended any 
] · direct or implied criticism of 
.j President Ford and. Secretary of 
:>. State Henry Kissinger . in 
:; remarks he made at a welcoming 
Q. banquet here. 
o In a Sunday night banquet . 
CJ 
'i< toast, Nixon said, "There are or 
011 course some who believe that the ~ mere act of signing a statement 
~ of principle or a diplomatic con· 
z ference will bring instant and 
ci lasting peace, This is naive." 
~ Some . news reports in· 
"' terpreted the remark as a 
jl., criticism of some policies of Ford 
. and with 
r .. ·:r . .· 
. 
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reference to last summer's 
Helsinki Conference at which a 
number of documents relating to 
East-West detente were signed 
by the U.S .. the Soviet Union 
and other countries. 
Referring to that in-
terpretation, Nixon said, ''My 
God, I've made that statement 
more than a dozen times. That 
could apply to the U.N. Charter' 
or the Shan.ghai Communique or 
any other documents. I used that 
thought in a general context." 
Nixon's remarks on his toast 
were relayed to reporters 
through an aide, John Brennan. 
Nixon visited Tsinghua 
posters criticizing Vice Premier 
Teng Tsiao-Ping, the man who 
served as host during President. 
Ford's visit to. China in Decem· 
her. · ' 
'".r . . 
Nixon discusseii' China's 
current political struggle with :-
students and faculty members of 
the University, one of the two 
largest in Peking with an 
enrollment of 11,000. 
No serious debating developed 
between the Tsinghua students 
and teachers and the man famed 
for his 1959 "Kitchen Debate" in 
Moscow about the·relative merits 
Communism an 
Look your best 
you lOok your best. 
You can depend upon TSO to fill your doctor's prescription 
for glasses and contact lenses to exact specifications. 
TSO will comfortably and fashionably fit your glasses. 
Also TSO provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of 
lenses and frames. 
Convenient credit is available and TSO honors 
BankAmericard and Master Charge cards if prefer:·ed. 
You'll like what you see at TSO because at TSC we care how 
you look at life. 
TEXAs STATE OPTICAL 
4410·A Central Avenue, S.W. 
World 
News 
By United Press Interuational 
Goldwater .Criticizes Visit 
WASHINGTON~Sen. Barry M. Goldwater, R-Ariz., today 
strongly criticized former President Richard Nixon for taking his 
trip to China, saying if Nixon wanted to do the nation a favor '_'he 
might stay over there," · 
Goldwater also charged that Nixon was "violating the law" by 
discussing foreign policy with his Chinese hosts. 
Nixon has met with top Chinese leaders over the past few days, 
including Communist Party Chairman Mao Tse-Tung and acting 
Premier, Hua Kuo-Feng. No details of the talks have been 
disclosed. · 
Assessing the impact of Nixon's trip on the American voter, 
Goldwater said, "I don't think it hurt Ford. I don't think ·the 
average American has any respect for Mr. Nixon anymore to 
really believe that what he's doing is in anybody's interests but· 
Mr. Nixon." 
H. Allen Smith Dead at 68 
SAN FRANCISCO~ Humorist H. Allen Smith, whose 40 books 
included "Low Man On a Totem Pole," and "Life In a Putty Knife 
Factory," died in his sleep Tuesday in a San Francisco hotel. 
. The 68-year-old . author and one-time journalist had been 
. visiting San Francisco to promote his new book on writer Gene 
Fowler. It was, in the Smit.h spirit, tentatively titled "The 
Legend of Gene Fowler or The Illegitimate Son of Buffalo Bill." 
' / 
Ford Names UN Ambassador 
WASHINGTON~ President Ford yesterday announced the ap· 
pointment of former Pennsylvania Gov. William W. Scranton to 
be U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations. 
Ford, who personally made the announcement, said Scranton 
has a "big job to do" in defending the United States ''against un-
fair attacks" in the world organization. · 
He said Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger had been trying 
to get Scranton to take a diplomatic job for the past seven years, 
Pregnan.t Marines Win 
. NEW. YORK~The U.S. Court of Appeals has. ruled that--" 
pregnant marines are not per.manently unfit for duty; 
In a 2-1 decision, the court ruled Tuesday that a Marine Corps 
regulation effective in 1970 which mandated the discharge of 
pregnant women violated due process and their equal protection 
rights. 
The regulation has since been modifed to leave the decision on 
discharge up to the women themselves. 
Lowest 
prkedcar 
In 
Honda 
Sedan. 
$2729 
+ freight, dealer Pfep,lax & tic. 
~lOll ill.\ 
'-'~"Ci ~!:J
1100 Rio Grande. NW at 1·40 
Phone 765-1133 
Square dancing with the Wagon Wheels·· Club 
this and every Thursday nigflt, 7·9 p.m .• rm 176, 
Johnson Gym. 
Frlday night dance at the International Center, 
1808 Las Lomas NE, Feb. 27, a p.m. to midnight, 
nocol/ereharge. 
Arc you tired of the "two-step?'' Learn more 
Friday, 7p.m., nn 101, Carlisle Gym. 
MerideJ LcSueur-great-grandmother~ feminist. 
poet-will read and speak informally, Friday, Feb. 
27 • 3:30 p.m .• Honors Center Lounge. Child~ate: 
call 277-3930. 
Organl1.ational meeting £or Food Day, Friday, 
Feb. 27, 8 p.m., Newman Center~ Everyon~ 
welcome. Food Day is AprilS. 
"Can Philosophy take the place of Religion?" 
Open discussion in the Philosophy Dept. Lounge, 
Hum. rm 535, 3 p.m. Friday i Feb. 27. Everyone 
welcome. 
Friday night rap sessions for United Ex· 
Olrenders meets at 7:30 p.m. 214 1!2 Princeton 
SE. . 
U.S. Army Material Command will interview at 
Career Services, Friday, Feb. ?:1 on the 2nd floor, 
Mesa Vista Hall. 
UNM Boxing Club and others will box Satur· 
day, Feb. 28, 7:30p.m. In the SUB Bat!roorn. Ad· 
inisslon charge. 
Tonight at Okie':s ..... ~~ ....... ~~ ...... ~......., ........ ~~ ...... ~ WOMEN come play basketball with Juniper, Sunday, Feb. 29, 1 p.m. at the Welts Park Com· 
munity Center1 5th and Mountain. Call 271-2564 
for further info. 
lrilnt ~ilkusnu, -
A+ ..... ~ ............................ ~ .................. ~ .......... mported Beer 7!i 
Maxw~ll Museum of Anthro opens ·new displny, 
Te:~~.tiles of Highland Guatemala, Feh. 29,1-5 Ptirl• 
No admission charge. Any donations go to car~ 
thquakc victims. 
The NOW Concert presents a contemporary 
music program. Sunday, Feb. 29, 4 p.m., Keller 
Hall. A multi·media show. 
NM Loans 
Open to 
MedCiass 
Fifty thousand dollars of state 
money is now available to 
medical students due to 
legislation passed by the thirty-
. second New Mexico Legislature. 
The new New Mexico Medical 
Student Loan Program hopes to 
increase the number of medical 
doctors in certain rural areas of 
the state. 
The maximum amount that 
may be borrowed each year is 
$6,000 to a total of $30,000 during 
the recipient'~> medical school 
career. The loan and its seven 
per· cent interest will be forgiven 
at a· rate of 20 per cent a year for 
each year the loan recipient prac-
tices in a designated shortage 
area . 
To be eligible to participate in 
this program a medical student 
must: 1) be enrolled in or ac-
cepted by an accredited school of 
medicine in the United States, 2) 
for tuition purpos.es, be a 
resident of New Mexico, 3) 
declare his/her in tent to practice 
for at least two years within a . 
designated shortage area, 4) 
have a financial need. 
Selection of recipients will be 
based on commitment to practice • 
in a shortage area, personal in-
come, family income, other sour-
ces of support ana the ability and 
quality of each applicant. 
A plaster-casting workshop for .making face 
masks, Thursday 1 to 2 p.m .• the ASUNM Crafts 
Shop. baSement or Lhe Student Union. 
SCEC screening workshop, Thursday, Feb. 26, 
7130 p.m., SUB Ballroom . 
Mortar Board is selecting new members, If you 
think •.,.ou are eligible for membership and have 
not been contacted through the majl, pick up a 
form from the Dean of Students Oltice in Mesa 
Vista or the Coronado Desk. You must. be a junior 
"'to apply. Further info call Grechcn. 242-0718. 
Attention all Health Sciences students. Urgent! 
You are needed lor at BCMC to help save a lire by' 
donating a pint of blood today. The BCMd Blood, 
mobile is on the secOnd floor opposite the lab, open 
11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m. this afternoon. 
The UNM Folksong Club meets Thurs. 7:30 to 
10 p.m. in SUBRm. 250·8. All welcome! 
Islamic Society meel! tor Friday prayer at 12:30 
p.m. in the ATumnl Chapel. Thue is' a Quran 
reading every Sunday afternOolh Interested per-
sons welcome. Further in£o caJI277·52S7. 
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Introducing the new County 
with the most complete Levi's 
in Albuquerque! 
These are the famous Levi's® 
Jeans! County Seat has the. largest 
selection anywhere so you know 
you'll get a perfect fit every time. 
Pick from regular cotton denim, 
prewashed denim, pre·shrunk and 
corduroy ... in waist sizes from 
28 to 38. When it comes to Levi's® 
come to County Seat! 
County Seat has durable 
Levi's® Boyswear for 
little guys and girls. 
From tops to bottoms, get yourself that total 
Levi'slllJ look at County Seat. Find shirts for him 
by Levi'sai) Jeans. Tops, shirts and jackets for her 
by Levi's(fi) for Girls. 
For the Levi's® line that's n:tost complete 
direct your feet to the County Seat! 
rtf" sToREs '~ti)l1 ~~ ~~ ~~ 
Come in and bring the whole family. 
Now Open At 
CORONADO CENTER 
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Editorial 
In Retrospect 
~ The smoke has cleared from the meeting room floors of the state 
::S legislature and it appears UNM will receive a more equitable appropriation 
~ than it has in thll past. . 
z UNM received a 20 per cent increase (about $4.34 mi~ionl in its general 
..; instrumional budget ($25.1 million this year, $30.3 million appropriated for 
~ nextyear). . 
<ll In addition, the legislature adjusted UNM's tuition credit rate so the 
P-< campus will get to keep a higher amount of the tuition money collected. In · 
the past UNM got back a lower return rate on.tuition money. This meant 
that the major portion of this University's tuition money was used to sub-
sidize the rest of the state's institutions of higher learning. 
The.bad news from the legislature was that tuition was increased by 
$32, which includes the $12 fee increas!l. approved l~st semester, so the 
total tuition bill for resident undargraduate students wrll be about $260. 
The legislature also turned down funding for the dental hygiene building 
and did not bother to consider1owering the drinking age to 19. 
So what does this all mean to a student at UNM? 
If what UNM President William Davis said is true (that the ad-
ministration is analyzing the budget'to consider hiring between 50 and 60 
full time faculty), then perhaps we can go back to smaller classes and 
more personal contact with professors. This in turn could mean a better 
education. , 
For the average student under 21 it means a tightening of his or her 
financiai belt without the benefit of an alcoholic beverage to forget the 
cost. 
If an upcoming bond issue is passed, then there will be funds for a new 
dental hygiene building and students in this department will finally get 
their·new classrooms. 
But perhaps the most signific'!nt factor to emerge from the session was 
the minor victory achieved by UNM in its never ending battle for state fun-
ds. 
We believe that this University finally received recognition as the state's 
largest institution and, although only a minor victory., it cannot go un-
noticed. · 
We can only hope this recognition was not achieved as any part of a 
political pao,;Jain where there will be tight control or censorship of the 
Univers(ty's activities. 
DOONESBURY 
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Comments On Selection Of Coordinator 
Editor: We are not an Ivory Tower, but a isolation that separate us from the 
I am writing in reference to a 
niemo dated Feb. 16, 1976, con-
cerning the selection of an acting 
coordinator for the Women Studies 
·public institution supported by the people, if we are truly serious in en-
labouring masses of New Mexico. ding the injustices and exploitation 
It is important that we strive to of all oppressed people, as well as 
break 'down the hierarchy, myths, women. 
special privileges, credentials, and 
. Program, 1976-n. In this memo, Carlos Romero 
the Women Studies Committee ap- A White House Tradition pealed for suggestions· concerning 
qualifications, criteria, procedures, Editor: 
etc. for this one year position. As a Since Congress replaced Mr. 
progressive person who strongly · Nixon with Mr. Ford, the Presiden-
recognizes the social and material cy has taken on another unique 
oppression of women, I would like flavor; for instance, the "first lady" 
to state some general comments has about as much to say, if not 
and suggestions. more, than the vice-presidency. 
I would like to see the selection The "first lady" has· a private 
procedure become a democratic secretary (GS rated), and she 
process with outside input from the shares, along with her off-spring, 
campus community and the com- benefits and privileges derived from 
munity at large; and that an effort White House residency. Will this 
be made to make such input be an "tradition" continue if and when a 
integral aspect of the selection woman becomes president? 
procedure and not merely token. The President and the "first 
Since the Women Studies Program husband" · would, of course, be 
will have an impact on the greater obligated to maintain existing 
society, it is only reasonable to social amenities, but what new 
allow those persons who will be af- protocol would have to be in-
fected and benefited have a say in vented? As the President wheeled 
the fulfillment of an important and dealed would the ''first 
·position such as coordinator. husband's time only be occupied 
As part of criteria for selection, by throwing out the first ball at 
the candidates should have an whatever sport season's opening 
awareness of the concrete and ob- opened or could he maintain a 
jective ~onditions that women find separate career? 
themselves in New Mexico and Even if feminine-masculif!e 
should understand how these con- representation in government is 
ditions historically evolved. To in- numerically equal at the "decision 
sure this, the committee should en- making levels" what duties would 
courage and solicit native ap- the new spouse chain of command 
plicants, the products of these con- perform behind the scenes to make· 
crete historical conditions. ·the bureaucracy run smoother? 
In terms of qualifications, since Maybe in place of Saturday t.v. 
the position is only temporary, I football our tensions could be 
would like to argue against the em- vicariously relieved with televised 
phasis on credentials. Creden- antics of bureaucratic spouses "at 
tialism .only perpetuates the myth play" much like jet-set hijinks 
of formalized expertise i.e. the during the sixties! A more natural 
more schooling or credentials one experience for the American people 
has, the more his or her opinion is might have the "first husband" on 
worth. Experience, common sense, his day-off. "ram-rodding" the 
· and awareness may prove to be White House day care center at the 
more valuable assets. Such a de· annual front lawn Easter egg hunt ... 
emphasis takes into consideration The sort of person our country 
the sexual, cultural and class biases needs for a President, not to men-
inherent in the schooling process. .ti()n other responsible offices 
and/or positions, is a person who's 
paid his or her "dues" and not just 
profited from legal loopholes, "the 
system," socio-economic ad-
vantages of birth and/or marriage, 
etc. like what we've had thus farl It 
shouldn't be just winning. that mat-
ters, but how the game was 
played ... ! 
· Helena Hardt 
Open Letter 
To Bailey 
Sir: 
After reading the article con-
cerning the Dramatics' concert 
hoax, I assumed that you af}d 
Afro-American Studies had 
been the innocent victims of a 
hoax. Your response to a 
legitimate query was a childish 
overreaq.tion to an imaginary 
assault: so much so that I now 
question the "professional and 
positive image" of Afro-
American Studies. This is 
precisely the kind of action that 
creates friction over minority 
groups, 
In my mind, your action has 
done everything but maintain 
the good reputation of the 
program. • 
Rpnald E. Voorhees 
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Politics & Corporations 
From Moscow To Mora 
The mood was tense Tuesday night when the first 
results of the New Hampshire primary started ticking 
across the United Press International wire, Radio· 
news reported the results between songs. Johnny 
Carson shared the TV screen with the changing vote 
tallies. · 
citement has dissipated. But activity in both the Ford 
and Reagan camps is now picking up more steam. In a 
rj'lzor-close race, the President received most of his 
party's delegates. Nothing, however,. can put a dam-
per on Ronald Reagan's confidence. 
In spite of a massive anti-Carter smear campaign, 
the former Georgia governor clearly drove his 
messaqe home to New Hampshire's Democrats. It is 
said that only Carter, among the Democrats, can beat 
George Wallaqe. No Democrat, including Carter, has 
the kind of money Wallace has in his war-chest. Cam-
paign reports list Wallace as having $1.75 million 
dollars on hand. · 
Still, Carter's 30 per cent of the New Hampshire 
vote is quite a feather in his cap. May the best man 
win .•• 
* 
* . 
* 
Disillusionment is a byproduct of this primary. Not 
because, as some people claim every election time, 
there are no choices among the candidates-which is 
a false claim-but because no elected official can 
shape our fate as a nation if control of our foreign 
policy lies in the hands of corporate executives. 
No president can control the single-most powerful 
force in the world-the multi-national corporation 
IMNC). 
At a level above presidential and State Department· 
diplomacy, the unruly, powerful MNC feels no need to 
comply with the laws of any land. These huge cor-
porations can jump national boundaries, making and 
breaking countries and wars. 
By John Feldman 
Gulf Oil Corporation, for example, knows almost no 
limits to its influence. A corporation with money and 
armies of employees in its grasp, Gulf Oil displayed its 
most recent example of disregard for U.s. interests 
and fo•eign policy in war-torn Angola. 
Gulf has long been involved in Angola and its ef-
fects on the war there have been reported on the back 
· pages of many papers over the last few months. The 
New· York Times reports, "Gulf's oil payments of 
about $500 million a year to Angola (for oil interests 
from the Cabinda oil fields) were the largest single 
source of revenue for the Soviet-b!lcked regime that 
Washington opposed." 
Untii'December, when at the request of the State 
Department Gulf put oil tax revenues destined for 
Luanda in escrow, the Pro-western forces in Angola 
were still in the heat of battle with a combination of 
Soviet, Cuban and Gulf Oil foes. Does this mean, in 
essence, that the U.S. and Gulf Oil were enemies? Is 
Gulf Oil a country or a company? 
It is not surprising, but it is distressing that Gulf Oil 
. is an enemy of the U.S. in this and in other situations. 
The Ford Administration, which still does not 
recognize· the Marxist government in Angola, has 
folded under · pressure from Gulf Oil. The Ad-
ministration now approves of Gulf's doing business 
with the Soviet faction. 
Why would Gulf Oil want to support the Soviet · 
side? Gulf, like all other MNC's, is interested in one 
thing-growth at all costs. 
When MNC's flex the kind of muscle that sways the 
president and State Department, when they interfere 
in the internal affairs of other countries and with our 
relations to them, then it is time to realize the 
awesome threat they pose to our society. 
As yet there is no solution for the problems caused 
by MNC's, no way to stop them. 
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Concert Lights Wrong 
Dear Mr. Hughes: 
I am writing in reference to your article on last Sunday's E.L.O. and 
Kingfish concert. You claim that Kingfish was very laid back like the 
Grateful Dead, Well if you have ever seen the Grateful Dead, you will 
realize that they don't need flashing lights and glitter buckets to get their 
fans moving because their music is more than enough. The reason for the 
calmness of the audience is that most of them were a.m. teenyboppers. 
These children do not understand any kind of music other than that which 
comes over their a.m. radio in their jacked-up chevys. 
\111111111111111111 m llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllle tte rs 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Publication· Emphas-is On ·Tenure ·oecisions 
As far as the, B.S. the technical squad was pulling on Kingfish, the per-
son who was behind all of that should be fired, for tr'ying to screw up 
Kingfish's set. In talking to the members of Kingfish after the show, I . 
found out that they were directing the lights in the wrong places at the 
wrong time. The technical crew was also shining bright lights into the lead 
guitarist's face which he fou.nd to be very distracting. 
When Kingffsh was booked they had no idea that they would be playing 
to a crowd which was simply not keyed to their music. Thanks to your 
column and the clowns who call themselves technicians, I'm afraid that 
Kingfish, and for that matter the Grateful Dead, will not perform in 
Albuquerque in the future, This is a great loss to Albuquerque and I, for 
one, am very disappointed. 
Editor: 
Recently the tenured <faculty of 
the political science department 
recommended that Asst. Prof. 
John Ehrenberg not be granted 
tenured' status. Why? Ehrenberg 
has not yet published any works, 
though he has two articles pending 
publication. (We do not conten.p he 
has been denied tenure for his 
political views, as alleged by Fran~ 
Barwick in Tuesday's LOBO.) Therr 
recommendation poses an im-
portant problem to the faculty, ad-
ministration, and stUdents at UNM: 
should the publishing criteria, now 
Clssgw 
emphasized so strongly, be 
reevaluated? 
I say yes. The four criteria on 
which tenure consideration is 
based are: 1) teaching; 21 scholar-
ship research and other creative 
work; 3) se~vice and 4) personal 
characteristics. 
The first two, teaching and 
scholarship, research and other 
creative work are the major criteria. 
The second of these, scholarship, 
research and other creatiy,e work, 
has been interpreted by the College 
of Arts and Sciences to mean 
publications presumably under the 
"other creative work'' aspect of 
fOlL-OW M~ I 
• 
/ 
that standard. It is my contention 
that with this interpretation, and 
the overbearing emphasis placed 
on it in tenure considerations, the 
first standard, that of teaching, is 
Dave McCracken 
P.S. The correcttitle of the last song is "Reelin and a Rockin." 
overlooked. 
This is what must be inferred 
from the Ehrenberg recom-
mendation. Ehrenberg is, by the 
department's own admission, a 
ELO Review Surprisin€) 
good instructor. Statistics suppo~t Dearest Dick Hughes: 
this point: his class enrollments This is concerning your review of 
have consistently been greater than Kingfish and ELO. After reading 
the other professors in the depart- your afticle, 1 was totally amazed at 
ment. And he has researched, as your arrogance which is only sur-
evidenced by completion of two ar- passed by your ignorance, you 
ticles pending publication. ignoramus. 
I believe that the emphasis orr-- To start off with, Kingfish didn't 
publication should be reevaluated. calm everybody, it's just that the 
A professor's expertise in the a.m. crowd there never took the 
it's your prerogative, just like it is 
everyone else's. I just hope that in 
the future, you either put your 
reviews in the Sunday -comics or 
state that this is just your opinion, a 
biased opinion influenced by your 
immature idiosyncrasies. Any 
rebuttal from you will be more than 
appreciated. 
· classroom cannot be measured in time to listen to a band with a nice ·ullllllllllllaiii-IIIIZ IIXIIIl£ MIIIHI 
his publishing output. And that is sound. You, Dick, are apparently Lobo L·e•te·..,., 
RalphArce 
where the emphasis should lie: on an a.m. groupie. "Reelin' and a- • c1. 
the quality of education the student rock'n" not "Never Stop Rock'n" 
isreceiving~ntheclassroom. showed more than emotion. It Opl.DI.On.Policy 
I do not attack any emphasis showed talent by proving that a 
placed on research. Such an em- band doesn't have to be loud to be .... ______ 11 ..... 11111 d IIIIIIIIIU-IIIIHH-1111111111 ·-· • phasis is good as research can ai goOd. You yourself said that Ex-
the professor in providing a quality tremely Loud and OStentatious left 
education in the classroom. But, yout ears ringing, yet you would Letter• to tile l:dlt4w-. 
judging from faculty comments I gladly go see them again. Ap- Letters to the editor shou1d 
have heard, an overbearing em- parently you had your brain as well be no longer than 250 words, 
phasis on publishing can and does as your ears blown out by going to typewritten and double 
detract from the professor's efforts see "the usual visual complement space~. 
in the classroom. . of colored buckets bright whites, Sendet:S name, address, and 
1 urge the Arts and Sciences and mirrored balls.'' telephone number must ·be in· 
TeilureCommittee,Dean • d h b 1 d 'h ·h 1 · "t Wollman, Dr. Travelstead and Ace (Bob We~rl an t e ~vast c ude Wlt t e etter or 1 
President Davis to reconsider the played the way ~hey usually play, Will no~ be epnsidered for 
Ehrenberg recommendation. I fur- their best. Thrs Indeed pleas~~ thd publi,cation. Na~es •will not 
ther urge that they consider the dead heads there, not . h ea be Withheld upon request. If a 
overemphasis currently placed on freaks," youmoron. I'm .nelt e~ a letter is from a.~oup, please 
publishing in tenure ?ecisions for dead head .nor a frea~; 'f~!ten~~~ include a . name; telephone 
the purpose of reducrng that em- good musrch. lthsee . loyd num.b.er a11. d address of. a 
h • would muc rat ergo see a . u , . . 1. P asls. . . . • h d ed'rocre group that blows group mer,uber. The et.te.r 
Duane Lrnd ar , m 'II · · th t · lu· th 
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(.Dorm Fooa)' Udall Places Second 
(Continued from 1•age 1) · .... 
lettuce is good.'' 
lvlike Hosford,. who said he has 
worked in cafeterias before, said, 
"For food which is mass 
produced it's pretty good. 
"I worked at Corbett Center 
(New Mexico State University) 
in Las Cruces. At least they try 
here (UNM)." · 
.But Hosford said, "I'm not sure 
this is a good time to be in-
terviewing me because I'm 
hungry as hell." 
Sophomore Maria Adames said 
La Posada food is "so-so. It tastes 
all right," she said. "It's not fan-
tastic, but it's not awful." 
At the same table, Wendell. 
Hunt, a junior, said, "What they 
serve is not bad. They just fix it 
bad." 
Hunt said La Posada is "not as 
bad as last year" in the 
cleanliness department. "But 
they do have their bad days," he 
said. 
At the top of the 6-3 Hunt's list 
is the size of the portions. "They 
aren't very large for what you 
pay," he said. "Also you only get 
one dessert and one main cour-
se." 
(Continuod from page ll 
Udall did not feel that the Alabama governor would win the 
Massachusetts primary, saying it "would be a sad day for 
Massachusetts and the nation if Alabama governor George Wallace 
wins a plurality in the Massachusetts primary." 
Birch Bayh blamed his late start for his relatively poor third place 
finish and pledged to do better in the Massachusetts primary. The In-
diana Sen.ator ~aid that he has "the best organization of any of the can-
didates" in Massachusetts. ' 
Bayh has strong backing among labor leaders and is generally con-
sidered a strong possibility to grab the Democratic nomimition, 
especially in the event of a deadlocked convention: 
Shriver also blamed his late start for his fifth place position. "When 
others have campaigned for two YE~ars, I think I've done very well to 
keep up with the candidates," Shriver said. 
Should Shriver do poorly in his home state of Massachusetts, the 
Kennedy in-law may be forced out of the race. 
fred .Harris did npt .seem too upset about his fourth place finish, 
joking that his "little people couldn't reach the voting levers." Harris 
has run a grassroots C!lmpaign that largely bypasses traditional party 
leadership. · 
M~:anwhile, party caucuses in Minnesota met to choose delegates 
for the state convention, and the results strongly favor Hubert Hum-
phrey. · · 
Final tallies are still not in, but it appears that Humphrey captured 
224 of 454 county convention delegates, while 192 were uncommitted 
and 23 favored Harris. 
Seven delegates went for Udall, three for Carter, two for anti-
abortionist Ellen McCormick and one each supported Bayh, Wallace 
and California governor J.erry Brown. 
Reagan Runs Close 
(Continued Crom page lJ 
going t_o win upcoming contests in Vermont, Massachusetts and 
Florida. 
'"We certainly believe that New Hampshire has started him on his 
road to victory," Nessen said 
'=========================::_ _____ _:________ Reagan had an entirely different view of the New Hampshire affair. 
- "We came .here believing that if we could achiP.vP 40 nm• r.ent of the 
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vote, that his would be a token of viable candidacy," the former 
California governor told cheering supp'orters. 
"If it (the vote tally) continues •he way it is, of course we have ex-
ceeded our expectations ... Everyone in my locker room is real happy," 
Reagan said. · . 
Reagan credited anti-Washington sentiment for his strong showing 
against Ford, saying, "From the comments that I've been hearing, I 
would say that he has more to explain than I do," Reagan said. 
There was some speculation on the part of Republicans that former 
President Richard Nixon's trip to China had an adverse effect on 
Ford's voter appeal . 
Ford's Deputy campaign director, Stuart Spencer, earlier said that 
"if President Ford loses in New Hampshire. tl.ichard Nixon will hP. 
the reason." 
Campaign Director Howard "Bo" Callaway said that the Nixon trip 
"was no·help. We know this was an emotional issue that·was not a plus 
for us. I just can't say what it cost us," Callaway said. 
Senator Richard Schweicker (R-Pa.), who is not connected with the 
Ford campaign organization, voiced even stronger opinions about the 
Nixon visit. 
Schweiker said that Nixon "deliberately sabotaged" Ford's cam-
paign with his "headline grabbing trip." 
"I strongly suspect his motive was quite simply to advance the can-
didacy of former Texas governor John Connally," Schweiker said. 
Connally did not enter the New Hampshire primary, although he did 
pick up a smattering of write-in votes. 
Nessen said it was too early to assess the effect of the Nixon trip. 
Morton agreed saying "it's just hard for me to believe that anybpdy 
would change their vote because ofthat trip.'' 
~: -~· 
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E_ngi(leering Plans Open House 
By Tim Pauling 
The College of Engineering's 
annual open house begins on 
Friday with the purpose of 
giving prospective engineering 
students and their parents a bet-
tl)r idea of what .the college con-
sists of. 
· The different engineering 
departments hope to improve 
engineering's public image and 
attract better students to the 
college with the use of practical 
displays. Though this is the 
college's main promotion for the. 
year, a soft-sell approach is ad-
vocated. 
A competition will he .held 
among the displays with winners 
selected from each department 
and a sweepstake winner for 
overall competition. 
Roger Tyler, vice-president 
for the student chapter of the In-
stitute of Electronical and Elec-
troni~;s Engineers (IEEE) and 
coordinator . for Electrical 
Engineering, said there is· 
usually a good turnout from the 
high schools. He said people will 
be bussed .in from· places like 
Gallup. and be given a lunch at. 
the SUB. 
Professor Frederick Ju, chair-
man of Mechanical Engineering, 
said the open house is a complete 
student function. The only help 
Ju gives to students is asking 
teachers not to give any tests or 
exams. 
FredJu 
ASUNM gave $2,300 dollars as 
reimbursement for the displays. 
-Several slide shows and a movie 
will also be shown. 
Mechanical Engineering's 
displays will include solar energy 
and the solar trailer. Other 
exhibits include a wind tunnel, 
and several commercial displays. 
Electrical Engineering will be 
·giving their displays a bicen-
t_ennial flair. There will be pic-
tures depicting the major ac-
complishments in electrical 
engineering and a working 1937 
television. The department is 
still having trouble locating 
original lightbulbs. Other 
.-t-
-... Purported Producer 
I Continued from page 1} 
Loan Fund if a concert hall could be obtained." Bailey reserved the 
concert hall for the Dramatics' promoter, and also signed for the prin-
ting of tickets at UNM's Printing Plant. 
A man who said he was a part-time instructor for Afro-American 
Studies contracted for ads to be placed in the LOBO for the Dramatics 
concert, but requested that the bill be sent to. the International Cen-
ter. 
The name signed on the ad contract was Shiame Okunor: Okunor is 
an instructor with the Afro-American Studies Program and former 
Director of the International Center. 
Okunor was unavailable for comment as of last night. 
The present Director of the International Center, Fernando 
Maresma, said the International Center never asked to have such an 
ad placed and had no idea why the Center would have agreed to pay 
for an ad for the Dramatics. 
March 1-4 
Career Center-Mesa Vista Hall, 2130 
School of Law, Room 105 
exhibits will include a 
holography display, computer 
synthesized music and a display 
of calculators. This year's 
calculator display won't be as 
lavish as last year when the 
department borrowed $25,000 
worth of equipment. 
Visitors will be able to tour e 
laborato~·y facilit'ies and the 
training reactor at Nuclear 
. Epgineering. There will be a tape 
and slide show and many other 
· displays .. 
- ··civil Engineering will also 
have a slide show. Other displays 
wil include high temperature 
te~ting of steel, a display of sur-
veying instruments and an ac-
cide~tt study for th~ San Mateo 
ana Montgomery intersection. 
Hours for the open house will be 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on February 27 
and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for 
February 28. 
Kao Funeral 
Dr. Simon T. Kao, 54, associate 
professor of mathematics at 
UNM died Sunday after a long 
illness. 
Kao has been teaching at UNM 
since 1965. 
Funeral services will be today 
at 10 a.m. at St. Charles 
Borromeo Church, with burial at 
Mount Calvary Cemetery. 
THEUNM 
JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
CLARK'T'rERRY 
AND 
SUNSHIP 
MARCH 2, 1976 • 8•00 P.M. 
POPEJOY HALL 
TICKETS: $4.00, $3.00 • STUDENT DISCOUNT $.50 
AVAILABLE AT• SUB BOX OFFICE•GOLD STREET 
FARLEY'S MUSIC CENTER 
PROCEEDS TO SPONSER THE UNM JAZZ BAND 
ON A TRIP TO THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE FINALS 
The Cultural Program Committee 
The Associated Students UNM 
POPEJOY HALL 
AT THF. UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXJ.CO 
VALERY and GALINA PANOV 
Dan.cing in Ensemble With: 
the San Francisco 
Ballet Company 
• 
and Orchestra. 
Tuesday March 9- 8:15P.M. 
Program 
Heart of the Mountain Composed by Kazhlayev 
Choreographed by Valery fanov 
Variations de .Ballet Composed by Glazounov 
Choreographed by Christensen after Balanchine 
Eternal Idol Music hy Chopin 
Chor~ographed by Michael Smuin 
Harp Concerto Music by Heinicke 
Choreographed by Michael Smuin 
Program Not Subject To Change 
Tickets- $7.50, $8.50, $9.50, $10.50 and $11.50 
Sorry, no Discounts. The Company is 
renting Popejoy Hall on a commercial basis. 
Telephone: 277-3121 
College of Nursing 
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c:-1 Good & Bad Glenn ffilller Jazz 
~ ''The Complete UlennMiller, 
Volume JI, 1999" 
degrees of rhythmic intensity, 
and have some measure of value f! Glenn Miller Orchestra ~ RCA/Bluebird/ AXM2·5514 . from a jazz standpoint. Six of them are fairly excellent white 
swing rangiQg from "Pagan Love 
Song" (with good solos by Miller, 
trumpeter Clyde Hurley, and 
0 Review by Thomas Lindsey 
..o This 33 cu~ collection has only j u cuts which pulse with var·vm 
>. 
r.:l 
~ 
A 
A Uni-sex Salon 
To celebrate this bicentennial 
year our hairdesigners will be 
attending The International Hair, 
Show in New York. This is the first 
time .in eighty years that the world 
olympics of hairdressing will be 
held in the U.S .. 
The hairdressers at The Cut Above 
attend these shows to bring you, our 
customers, the latest in cutting 
techniques and trends. 
THE HAIRDRESSERS AT THE CUT ABOVE 
Debbie Pope Ray Jaramillo 
' 
tenors, T!lx Beneke and AI 
Klink), to "I Just Got .A Letter," 
which exhibits some musical 
"life" despite the insipid vocal by 
Marion Hutton (&ll her vocals 
here are insipid or worse). 
Three of the best jazz num-
bers, "I Want To Be Happy," 
"Baby Me" and "Glen Island 
Special," were arr&nged by 
Count Basic's great trom· 
bonist/guitarist, Eddie Durh&m; 
per. haps because of him they flow 
with uncharacteristic (for Miller) 
verve; however, a fourth 
Durham arrangement, "Wham 
(Re-Bop-Boom-Bam)," is lifeless 
in comparison. ("Wham" and 
" .. Island" are Durham's com-
positions also.) 
"F&rewell Blues" was written 
by three members of the ,·20's 
group, The New Orleans 
Rhythym Kings, and in Miller's 
swing rendition it still manages 
to retain some of the ·excitement 
and flavor of its origins. The only 
other jazzy tunes are "Aintcha 
Comin' Out," which both cooks 
(fiercely!) and amuses as Hutton 
duets with reedman/singer, Tex 
Beneke, who shows strong Jim-
my Rushing influence in his 
vocal, "The Little Man Who 
Wasn't There" (in which Glenn 
and Tex parody Cab Calloway or 
something of the sort!), and a 
couple of exuberant tunes: 
"Love With A You" (Kay 
The Bugger City Poverty 
Players will present The Legend 
of Lord Byron, Sunday through 
Thursday, 8:15 p.m. in the 
Humanities Building Theater. 
$1.50 admission for students, $2 
for everyone else. 
Lord Byron is directed by 
William Weldon, and he calls it a 
JESUS ON JUDGING FEB. 26 
"How dare you. say to your brother (sister), 'Let 
me take the splmter out of your eye', when all the 
time there is a plank in your own? Hypocrite! 
.. Take the plank .out, of yo!lr own· e:r.~ first, and then you will 
see clearly enough to take the splinter out of your brother's 
(sister's) eye." (Matthew 7:4-5) 
It is appropriate for Christians to confront others with what 
we consider to be wrong in their thought and action. 
It is appropriate only after we have purified our ~otives 
fo~ speaking ·- only after we have gotten quietly honest 
, With God .. only when we clearly see the human value in the 
confrontation. 
Rolind .McGregor. Campus Minister 
Uafted Mui'isteril!s Center 
1801 Las Lomas, N.E, ·Phone: 247-049,7 
.. 
Ne·wMexico Daily Lobo 
Please Place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico 
Daily Lobo . time(s) _beginning , under the heading 
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services:· 4. For Rent; !}. 
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous. Want Ads say it 
in a Big Way!! 
Classified 'Advertising Rates 
15ft· per word, $1.00.r,ninimum charge 
· Terms . Cash in advancE! 
Lobo 
Review 
of 
. 
Records 
The remainder, however (and 
unfortunately the bulk of the 
collection), is in the "Moonlight 
Serenade" mold, - .. 
Although the jazz portions 
have much worth, because of the· 
17 Eberle songs this set will 
mostly interest only hard-core 
nostalgia freaks or those who 
faithfully watch Lawrence W elk 
each week. 
biographical play in the style of 
Ken Russell's films, The Music 
hovers and Lisztomania~ using 
the spirit rather than the literal 
. to delineate Byron's life, 
Incorporated into the play are 
long passages from some of 
Byron's better known works in-
cluding Manfred, Childe Harold's 
Pilgrimage and Don Juan. It also 
features music of Moz&rt, Bach, 
Beethoven, Liszt, Tomita, Kraf-
twerk, Tangerine Dream and 
Rick Wakeman. 
Ro~ert Lloyd, Ellen Dowling, 
Cheri Brown, Susan Jones, Chris 
Reddington'artd Alan Dumas (,as 
Shelley J make up the cast for the 
production, 
Byron was known for his love 
affairs and poetry which shocked 
the orthodox. He was ostracized 
by the English but had a large 
following in Europe. Goethe, 
whose Faust has a great affinity 
with Manfred, called Byron "the 
greatest talent ... the English may 
think of him as they please, but it 
is certain that they show rio poet 
who is to be compared to him." 
Ma'rron Hall, Room 132 
Mail To 
Enclosed $ ----. Placed by ·-~-.Telephone __ ...... --·~· ··-· . 
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 
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Model 2015 ...... was $249.95 
Model 4230 ...... was $499.95 NOW $420 
Model 4270 ....•. was $699.95 NOW $590 
Model KP-212 •••. was$ 79.95 
Model 221 : ....• was $169.95 NOW $150 Model KP-250 •... was $119.95 NOW $105 
Model 331 .••••• was $199.95 NOW $165 Model KP-345 •••• was $ 89.95 NOW$ 78 
Model MT Ill •..• was $269.95 NOW$165 
Model KP-300 •.•• was $129.95 NOW$114 
... Model551 .••.•• was $259.95 NOW $210 
Model MT II. ...•• was $17~.95 NOW $112 
Model TP-233 •••• was $ 49.95 NOW$ 44 Model 66:t •••••• was $349.95 NOW $280 
NOW$ 65. 
Model TP-200 ••.• was $ 99.95 Model MT I •••••• was $ 99.95 NOW$ 8~ Model 771 •••••• was $429.95 NOW $350 
Model 8B1 : ••••• was $529.95 NOW $425 Model TP-828 •••• was $ 89.95 NOW$ 79 
Model9090 ..•••• was $749.95 NOW $588 Model TP-800 • , •• was $129.95 NOW $114 
Model ORX-5001 .• was $599.95 NOW $470 Model TP-6000 ••. was $139.95 NOW $123 
PIONEER SPEAKERS Model ORX-6001 •. was $769.95 NOW $608 
Model ORX-7001 •• was $879.95 NOW $708 
Model SP-5500 ••• was $249.95 NOW $178 Model TS-5 .••.• was $19.95 NOW $16 pair 
Model SP-2500 ••• was $199.95 NOW $150. Modei42M •.•.•• was$ 92.85 NOW$ 51.88 Model TS-22 ••.•• was $36.95 .NOW $30 pair 
----------------------------------Model SR-717 .••• was $349.95 NOW $280 Modei70M ...••. was $124.80 NOW$ 80 Model TS-40 ••.•. was $39.95 NOW $32 pair 
Model SR-212 .•.• was $129.95 NOW $115 Model 82 •.•....• was $174.80 NOW$ 88, Model TS-43 .•••• was $26.95 NOW $22 pair 
-----------------------------Model SR-313 •••. was $169.95 NOW ,$148 ·Model 292 •...•. was $239.85 NOW $117 Model P·10L ..... was $16.95 NOW $12 pair 
----------------------------------Model SC-3000 ••• was $359.95 NOW $280 Model Z100C ..•• was $294.80 NOW $150 Model TS-1,00 •••• was $21.95 NOW $18 pair 
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Lobo Netters Split in West Texas Tourney 
By Jo Lopez who played "good singles." 
UNM's tennis team returned Wheeler played the number 
home with a second place finish three position for both matches 
from the West Texas State Tour- . beating his Texas Tech op-
nament during the weekend. The · ponent, 7-5, 6-3, and his WTS op-
netters posted an 8-2 win over ponent, 6-3, 6-3. 
Texas Tech but then lost a close Penny as number six man, B one to West Texas State, 5-4, the defe11ted Texas Tech's Malcolm 
~ host team for the indoor tour• Avner, 6-4, 6-3, and beat WTS' 
8 · nament in Canyon, Texas. The number five man, Doug Davis, 6-
..... other school in the tourney w&s 2, 6-4. ~ K11nsas. The altern&ting. number-one ~ UNM Coach Tim Russell was singles men for the Lobos, Chris 
~ satisfied with his team's play but Oates and Tim Garcia "came 
z said they were "still not pulling through as usual," Russell said. 
the matches we need to." He Garcia played number one again-
pointed out that in the West st the Red Raider's Tim Harrison 
Texas State match, the team lost defeating him, 6-4, 6-3. He also_ 
all three doubles. A team beat WTS number-two man, 
"shouldn't ever lose all the Brett Hull, 6-2,6-4. 
doubles matches," he said. 
Oates played number one 
against WTS' Scott Reed coming 
through in a tiebreaker, 5-7, 6-4, 
7·6. He defeated Texas Tech's 
David Crissey in the number· 
twg singles inatch,.6-3, 6-4. 
The only Lobos to lose singles 
matches were Ren Kern and Ron 
Wheeler. Kern, playing number . 
four for both meets, lost to Texas 
Tech's Paul Lee Lum, 6-2, 6-3, 
and WTS' Jay Goss, 6-4, 6-3. 
Kern was recently laid off from 
practices due to illness. 
Wheeler lost ·to WTS number 
six man, John McBeth, 7-5, 5-7, 6-
3, after beating Tech's number: 
five man, John Clements, 7-5,6-3. 
Referring to Wheeler's 
tiebreaker loss in this match and 
Daily Lobo . · . 
· ~Sports . 
some others from last weekend, 
Russell said Wheeler has "been 
in a lot of pressure situations for 
so early during the season." 
The Lobos meet their toughest 
opponent up to this point in the 
young season in the Corpus 
Christi Team Championships this 
weekend. The tournament will be 
outdoors and many of the players 
have said they are ready for that. 
Play will begin Thursday and 
continue· until Saturday. 
Russell pointed to the play. of 
Gary Wheeler and Jay Penny 
i!:!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ Cragun to Make U~M Debut, Team to Calif. 
I= Varsity ~ Barber Shop i 
= Central & Richmond = ii Complete barber service, § 
~ ladies hair cutting, 5 
51 hairstyling. § 
a 266-4111 § ~ Armand Dominian § 
a Hours · Tuesday thru a 
= = e Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30 5 
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By John Griego 
The UNM golf team will try 
and flex its newly acquired 
muscle this· weekend when the 
team competes in the Pacific 
Coast Intercollegiate Tour-
nament. The tournament will be 
held at the Canyon Crest· Col,ln· 
try Club in Riverside, Calif, 
Four-time New Mexico state 
amateur champion, Ray Cragun, 
will be making his· debut as a 
Lobo. He will team up with Brad 
Papers, markers 
brusl}es,. canvas 
draw1ng Instruments 
inks ari.d oaints portfOliOS ... 
we 
you want it?· 
have it. 
~ Lfi"GELLS 
~ 2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE 
w N.M. 87106 TELEPHONE. (505)266-3211 
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM 
3600 4th St. at Candelerla PHONE 344·5002 
Tiger Shoes 
Andes' OI1Jmpic Shoes 
268-7694 2324 Centro.l S.E. 
Vlckka 
All Around 
T ro.ining And 
Wo.rm-up Shoe 
Reg. $28.95 
Bryant, who has been the Lobos' 
top performer all year long. 
With Cragun and· Bryant 
leading the Lobo charge Coach 
Dick McGuire said, ".I am ex-
tremely optimistic about this 
season. This will be our first 
tournament that Ray !Cragun) 
will compete in. The other boys 
have been playing stronger and I 
feel that we'll be really potent." 
The Lobos will have a tough 
time showing off their muscle 
against a very competitive field 
of 20 teams. Included in the tour-
ney are WAC foes Brigham 
Young and Arizona State. 
McGuire said that the favorite 
of the tournament "would 
probably be ASU because they 
have been playing awfully well 
lately, and they are just coming 
off a big win at the Monterey 
tournament." 
The Lobos' last official com-
petition was last November when 
they placed second in the Rebel 
MARCHl-4 
. Mesa Vista Hall 
Room2130-
Helsinki 
The Best 
Ro.cing Spike 
Avo.ilo.ble! 
Reg. $28.95 
Now J19.95 Now J22.95. 
Classic. McGuire said that 
everybody has been pla"ying bet· 
ter and that the long layoff 
shouldn't burt the team. 
McGuire pointed out that the 
weather in California bas been 
rainy for the last two weeks but 
that last weekend the weather 
was good and "hopefully it'll be 
pretty nice for the tournament.'' 
If the Lobos can get off to a 
good start McGuire said be feels 
that the team wil be in good 
shape to win the tourney. 
The Canyon Crest Country 
Club gou course is an 18-hole,· 
par-72 course. The tournament 
will be a 64-hole, three-round 
confrontation. 
The other golfers being coun-
ted on heavily to back up Bryant 
· and Cragun are Mitch Monney, 
Monty Carrico, Greg Morey and 
Greg Goldsmith. 
The tournament will begin on 
Thursday and run through Satur-
day. The golf team left early 
Tuesday morning so that they 
would be able to rest from the 
long drive and be able to practice 
on Wednesday. 
Frosh Coach Resigns; 
Mandt Narnes Smith 
Reece Smith, director of 
Career Services at UNM, has 
been named an assistant football 
coach at New Mexico by head 
.coach Bill Mondt. 
Smith, 53, was aiJ assistant for 
the Lobos from 1960-65 under 
head coach Bill Weeks, At that 
time he was freshman coach and 
defensive coordinator. He bad 
joined Weeks' staff from a 
highly-successful career as bea:d 
• 
Honoring 
Ralph 
Nader's 
Birthday 
February 27, 1934 
20~ off 
All Books in the 
Political 
Section 
Living Batch Bookstore 
2406 Central S.E. 
. -
coach· at Artesia High in 
southeast New Mexico. 
Smith joins the Lobo staff ef· 
fective March 1. He replaces 
freshman coach Harold Queisser, 
whose resignation took effect 
Feb. 21. 
Smith's duties wilT include 
coordination of the freshman 
program as well as varsity 
coaching duties and the super-
vision of academics for Lobo foot-
ball players. 
"I'm tremendously pleased 
that Reece is joining our staff," 
Mondt said. "He brings the 
quality of leadership and 
coaching ability to our staff that 
we really need. Coaching the 
freshman team involves a lot 
more than on-the-field work. It 
requires a man who is vitally in-
terested in the young men and 
their futures.'' 
Smith's responsibilities as 
Career Services Director in-
volved placement of graduating 
UNM students in outside em-' 
ployment. He joined the 
placement bureau in 1965 and 
was named to head the Career 
Services office in 1970. 
At Artesia High, Smith's 
teams won 70 games while losing 
only 18 and tying 7 times. The 
Bulldogs were in the state finals 
three times under Smith, win· 
ning the state championship in 
1957. He was also athletic direc-
tor for Artesia High from 1948-
60. 
Smith is a graduate of New 
Mexico State University. He 
received his Bachelor of Sciences 
degree in education there. 
While Smith was with Weeks' 
staff at New Mexico the Lobos 
were 37·24·1. 
6374 watched Romanian 14-year-o/d Nadia Comaneci do her 
thing on the uneven bars. 
Net Resultsl\Bm;m~~~~Bfiim~~~~~ 
The 1Whiz' Explains 
By Harold Smith 
".I'm (ltinl£jng positively. We're going to win,'' s.aid J.obn Whisenant 
as he talked on the phone long-distance to a friend with recruiting ad-
vice. 
But with the Lobos in fourth place at 6-5 they will have to win all 
three of their remaining games. The only advantage the Wolfpack has 
is the trio of WAC contests are all in the Pit. 
Whisen-ant said he thinks UNM has a good chance to take second 
place in the conference despite Arizona having a veritable 
stranglehold "on first place at 8-3. Utah follows at 7-3, and Texas-El 
Paso is third with a 7-4 record. 
What makes Whisenant's contention that the Lobos have a chance 
for second, and a berth in one of the eastern regionals, sane is New 
Mexico faces both the Utes and the Miners in the Arena to round out 
the season. 
The Lobos will also meet Brigham Young, which is working on a hot 
hand right now, and have an outside oppoortunity for the runner-up 
honors. 
Whisenant even went as far as to say he, Head Coach Norm Ellen-
berger and the Lobos still could tie for the blue·ribbon in the league. 
Of course Whisenant was quick to explain there is fat chance of 
Arizona dropping even one of the two road trips it bas left. 
• The Wildcats have cellar dwellers, Colorado State and Wyoming, 
to battle in the northern universities' home court. 
New Mexico must keep themselves in the race. No longer can the 
'Pack fall because of lack of motivation or "not wanting the game" bad 
enough. they must win the last three games or shelve another season. 
The schedule for this weekend's clashes is different, to say the 
least. Tonight (Thursday) Utah invades the Arena at 7:30p.m. The 
contest will also be televised on a delayed basis on channel 13 with 
Dan Smith doing the play-by-play. KOBradio will carry the WAC con-
frontation live with Mike Roberts at mikeside. 
Saturday afternoon, 12:10 p.m., Lobo fans can eat brunch and hurry 
down to see UNM meet the Brigham Young Cougars in the regionally 
televised WAC game of the week •. The game wil be broadcast by TVS 
on channel4. 
Things to look for in the games: 1.) Do the Lobos control the boar-
ds? 2.) Are they tough on defense? 3.) Do they commit an excessive 
amount of turnovers? 
1f UNM can control the boards (especially against big BYU), can 
play good defense, and can cut down on their turnovers Whisenant 
says the Lobos will win all of their games remaining in the 1975-76 
cage season. 
Why? because as the "Whiz" explains, "Utah has better ballban· 
dlers and is quicker so we have to be better in other areas.'' Like 
.rebounding, defense and consistenc;lY~·;;::;;;;;;:::=;:;;;;;::;=:=iii:~ 
------ -
Cove :red 
Wlragon 
Makers ot Hahdmade Indian Jew~lry-
• 
Nadia, Walters Highlight 
By Russ Parsons 
A vocal crowd of 6374, the 
largest ever to view a gymnastics 
meet in the state of New Mexico, 
viewed a fine exhibition by a 
mixed delegation of ~omanian 
Olympians and New Mexjco • 
hopefuls. 
New Mexican Hemo Walters 
stole the men's show, winning 
three events, but Romanian 
Nadia Comaneci was everything 
the crowd bad hoped for. 
Despite winning his events 
with scores of 9.4 and two 9.45s, 
Walters did not win the all-
around as Dan Grecu, who 
finished 12th in Europe, took that 
honor with a total of 60.05. Lobo 
Steve Ortiz finished second with 
a 54.95. Walter!\ was unraitked 
because be failed to compete in 
the floor exercise. 
The Romanian men finished 
with a team total of 219.25 to 
New Mexico's 218.55. The Lobo 
total is higher than any score 
recorded in the NCAA . this 
season, but it was obtained with 
the aid of Walters and Mark 
Hopkins who are not eligible for 
collegiate competition. 
New Mexico had two othet• 
winners of individual events as 
Chuck Walter took the pommel 
horse with an excellent 9.55 
Photos by D•n Jlrrrcta 
Another Olga Korbut? The Arena crowd thought Nadia was 
well worth the price, • 
WAC Indoor Track 
Championships Next 
ennis\~6p-~ 
Wilson and Penn 
Tennis Balls 
By David B~lling 
The UNM track team will be 
competing in the Western 
Athletic Conference indoor track 
cbampion~bips at Salt Lake City 
on Friday and Saturday. 
Texas-.El Paso is the defending 
champ and Lobo coach Hugh 
Hat:kett said, "1 think UTEP bas 
to be the decided favorite." The 
Lobos have finished third for 
three years in a row. Hackett 
said his team does "not have real 
depth like UTEP has.'' New 
Mexico and three other teams 
should make the race for second 
very interesting. 
The Lobos will be taking 17 
men and will have entries in 
every event. 
Long jumper, Robert Nance, 
said. be would "definitely be first 
in the long jump.'' He said, "The 
team will be up there because it 
has a lot of determination, has 
been working real hard and has 
good morale.'' 
Charles Dramiga will be run· 
ning the 440 and 600-yard runs 
and the mile relay. Assistant 
Coach Herrera said, "The double 
·is the hardest thing to do in the 
WAC." Dramiga would double if 
be won the 440 and 600 but it will 
be difficult because he runs three 
races within an hour's time. 
Luggage· 
repair 
Rob's Leathers 
101 Cornell SE 
Dramiga said the team bas "chan· 
ces of pulling it out,'' to win the 
championship. 
Melvin Powers and Marlon 
Gates will be trying to repeat 
their one-two finish in the 60· 
yard high hurdles. 
Jose LaPorte will run the 60· 
yard dash. He said the "60 is 
tough. You have to get out there 
and run.'' 
Competing in other running 
events will be Jay Quade and 
Tom Snowdon in the 880, Shane 
Page and Blair Johnson in the 
mile, Melvin Powers and Robert 
Nance in the 440, Jay Miller jn 
the 1()00, and Lionel Ortega will 
run the two and three mile. 
Defending champion Michael 
Solomon will try to repeat in the 
600. 
The 
Store 
Giz-o 
$2.35 per can 
(Yellow Heavy Duty) 
2901 Indian School RD NE 
262-1691 
• • ' ' : ' I 
If You have the Ski II 
Peace Corps has the 
Job. Sign up now 
for interviews. 
Nurses and other 
health professionals 
Reps at College of 
Nursing, March 3 
40Cfo 
off all 
Down Filled Coats 
Polyester Filled Coats 
Leather Coats 
Also 
Leather and 
Down Filled Vests 
Sale good Feb. 26, 27, 28 
(Please Bring Coupon) 
302 Central SW 
242-5055 
.DNM For.30 Years" 
FllEE MA'fUEM A TICS TUTOIUNG for mlnori~Y 
.----------------, group atl!dflnls. Conta~! S!ew11rt J<anc·Uum, 
CLASSJFJED ,;j\ix:b~1 PapCfiJ, 'fheses, disncrtaUon~. etc, ADVERTISING Susic345·5732. 3/1 
. . EXPFiRlENClm "~;fYl'IST,' Manus~~~p~:lhcsi~: 
Rates; 16 c:.,utN per word per day, one dollar 
minimum. Advcrtlsemento run live or more 
eonser.utlvll days with no changes, nine celi· 
ts per w11rd per day (no refunds If cancelled 
beforl! five lnscrtloJJs). Classified ad• 
vertlsements must he paid In advance, 
l:>) 
:;:l 1 PERSONALS 
(';! • --~--&:l PHEGNANT AND NEEDHEI,P'l You have frlll!Y 
0 ds whocaront Dirthrlght. 247-9819. Lfn ·~ NEED A 1\ES'l' from Mom;;~ooklng? F11ot long • 
<1,) hot dog~ 35c, 11•3 Oklo's, . 2/2~----·~ 
~ ONE is A Lonely number. Will listen, talk, and 
~ reaGOO, AGORA 277-3013. 2/27 .~~--~·-
<1,) LiVI•tnOXING, UNM Boxing Club v~. 11thor stntc Z e.lubs 2/28/70, Adm $2, sLudonts $1.60, UI'IM SUB 
7:30 p.r~~~-.:J27 -~-·--c._ . ·- ·-·-~ -'"~ ·--~ 
2. LOST & FOUND 
r;;oT!N'i>:- suE:I~i~ -1-iiFci<iA-cN. -i;;-~;;iir;··~~~;; 
Clnim,Gn~cn2647787. 2/26···· ... _ .... 
FOtiND·:~MALI~ ail-bla~kl;t;;.;;;,;;~~~;;·ai. Silver 
& Sycamore, 843 7659 work ask for Dennis, 
ovcnlngs Sally 241}·0258. 3/1 
I::owr;-r~~:A.ar,!t' i•upi>y: ··or;;nie·--;oii~; -wit11 
nnmc "llravo" on tag, 260:~728. _ 3/3. _ ·-~~ . 
3. SF,RVICES 
- ~---- ·=-·-I~AMOlTS QtllVirtA !IOOKSHOP and 
Photogrnphy Gallery is l/2 blo1•k from Johnson 
Gym on Cornell. Spcdnl ordl.'r servirl.'. tfn 
l~ASSPOH'l', rrii•:NTli•'ICAir6N·,;h~t~s. I.ow1•st 
prkos in town! I•'ML, plotlsihf{· Nt•11r UNM. Call 
206·244<1 or come to 1717 Girnrrl Blvd. Ng, _trn 
EXPmiuE:NciE·I>-;rYPlS'1\Ac~ur·a~y guarai;(c~d~ 
Call268l285 after 12 p.m. 2/27 _ _ 
rlw·r·EssioNAL i;¥i•lsT.--ilii.t -s~~~~t.rf~. 
GuarnntN•cl :ICCurill'Y with rl'asomtblc rates. 298· 
7147. 2/27 
~ffeclive Feb. 9, 1976, handball court reser· 
•lations will be taken at the JG Equiptment Room 
tllarting at 7:45a.m. 
New Swimming Hours for recreational swim-
ming ni JG Pool: Mon·Fri .. 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 
5:30 p.m.to 9:15p.m. Sat-Suh··1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
dlsscrt11tlons, etc, 50 c11nts pilr doublc·spaccd 
page. 345·3288. 3/2 ·---~~·-----
.,...,..._,~_......--_~-~-~-. ~ .. 
4. FORRENT 
~--------~·--~ 
'l'IREDOF COOKING & cloll!llng? Li~Q at t~ll 
College Inn, hoaterl pool, plenty of park.mg, ma1d 
sorvi~c. all you ~an cat & we wnsll the d1~heR. 303 
Ash NE,243·2881. 31_.:.1:..2 -:----:---:--:--
NEED -ROOMMATE to share three bedroom 
1Jou$c, Kitchen, fir11 place, two baths. $90/month 
no utilitfc~. Mike Jon<!s, day 247·1416, nlgllt 243· 
7395. 2/27 
FURNISHED APAn'rMEN'fS from $125 utilities 
paid, Walk to UNM, No poLs. 400 Maple SE. 843· 
7632. 3/4. _______ -:-~:-:---::-::::-
ROOMI·~R HEN'r. SE $75 mo. Sp!H utilities, 255· 
6(1(11. 3/1:~--------:..-:------:­
STUDENT SEEKS ROOMMATE to share apart-
ment. $75/month. Plu~ deposit, includesulililies. 
See ,J!Ic Donnelly at the LOBO in the af· 
tcrnoon. · 3/2 
EFFJCIENC·Y--, U-N,..,,M_o~e block,~$110 utilities in· 
eluded. 265·1676. 3/2 
NE!nf) PERSON t; share large housu w/two. 
Cycling distance UNM. $65/monthly. 265· 
9034. 2/26 
~ ~- -=--~--= -""""~---~--~-=-" ~-----..... _.,..., ____ . --
5. FORSALE 
2·o lis~~6-;t;v;~ $30·$00~·4·41\VY-;;~i;;g"N.E., 255. 
5~87. 3/1 
i,EVI'S -~ BI,Ul~- J~JAN blg hells always nt The 
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Ct•ntral SE, 243-6954. tfn 
NOW 6Pr~N: Vili;Lg<! -Gr~cn-·R;co~<!s, ·2227 L~;d 
HE 1:00 G:OO p.m. J,t•ad & Yale, S)tecinli?.o in 60's 
rock. 3/t 
i IJGii ·Ai/r.6·unE· wn~~~· -r;;,!Jis·-];;~ii~-$2.59-; 
~-nn. At •r.hc Uike Shop 812·9100. 3/3 
wo'1ii~s siiini<Jco'A~r;;;,~·9;"~x~~~~-;tc~n· 
dition, $'15, 255·5751 after 3:30p.m. 2/27 
wiinr..irzr~n EJ,ECTnic'riANO-;xceik~tcon· 
dltion $325, Kl'rll six channel J>.A. head 200 watts 
$300 recently overhauled. Call 'rom 255· 
8211. 2/27 
Atumtion grad students I Deadline Cor research 
proposals to the Student Research Alloeations 
Comm. tor apring 76 is 3 p;m. Feb. 26.lnfo contact 
GSA, rm lOG ... SUB. 
Tho ATM' Business Clnb will be providing 
FREE Income Tax assistance for UNM students, 
Feb. 4 through April13. Phone for appointment,. 
277-5020,l815Roma SE,(Chicano Studi~sl · 
A}lplleation forms for the N.M.State Summer 
Intern Program arc available at the Career Ser-
vices Center, 2nd noor, Mesa Vista-South. 
, Deadline is Aprill. 
A Remcirli:able.Grippingand lmpirini Film( 
IBN:II/SE/1811'111 
IITILESHIP 
. · ..... POTIIMKII 
f ,; 
. 2nd Foreign Film Classic 
ti~\\\Ut 
ltiJBEHT sr&eiAtrUiiiFF WITd eaaPSM. 
F.W. Murnau's German Dracula' 
"NOSFERATU" 
EXTRA - GRAUCHO MARX 
I u~=M I ~:(ijl)j)j 
STEREO CLOSE OUT. Closin~ all 1975. model 
~t«mw's, CB's, consoles, eomponllnts, ree(lrders, 
ca~seltlm, etc., etc. 2Q to 50 per cent off while they 
Jast •.. 3105Central NE. 256·3505. 3/1 
TYPEWIHTER $30, TV 9" $38, Sewing machine 
$30, 242-3413. 3/1 
COLOR :rv. Brand name .. Big screen. Assume 
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE, 
2!l2-Q637. .3/1 
FOil SA'LE; i973 C~evy LUV pickup, runs good. 
Call cvunings Sarah 344-8568. 3/8 
AMiiJRICAN/lN'fERNATIONAL YOU'fH Uostcl 
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University 
NE. 3/1 
1963 FORD VAN: Runs good, needs work, perfect 
tocustomi~e. stereo. 346·6732, 3/1 
SINGER MACHINE. J,oft in layaway, not 
claimed. Eqt~ippad to buttonhole, zig·zag, etc, Pay 
$26 and take machine. :;11p5 Centr11l NE. 256· 
3505. 3/1 
72 BLUE 128 Fiat, front driV() $1200, 296-
1821, 3/2 . 
HERMES AUTOMATIC OF.FICE calculator 
w/tape 6 mo. old, $595 new, $225 or best offer, 
268-5159aftcr Op .. m. 3/2 
USED LIVING ROOM Set. $50, 294-5334 after 
4:00p.m. 2/26 
FACTORY SALE; POTTER'S Wheels Dinack 
Corporation. Lessons available. 292-3546 limited 
promotion . ..;3::..12:...... ___ ~-------
1971 VOKLS CAMPER, fully llqoipped, Pllrfect in 
and out, Call 242-6755. 2/27 
FREE 7/8th~ GERMAN SHEP.HERD •. F!lmale, 8 
weeks old, 277-5643. 3/3 
TWO BEDROOM, Den, two fireplaces, hardwood, 
Iliilgccrest, 26.8-0398. 3/3 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SR.lO calculator. 
Recharger & case included. ~20. Phone 268· 
8147. 2/27 
sHARP 65 FORD Econoline pick-up, custom shell, 
chromll wheels, 243·2735. 3/3 
TWO ADVEN'l' MODEl. 2 speakers, New, in 
boxes. Sllpcrcfficicnt $125/pair, 268-4050. 2/26 
6. EMPLOYMENT 
OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or permanent. 
Europe, Australia, S. America, Africa, etc. All 
field, $500-$1200 monthly. Expenses· paid, sigpl· 
seeing. Free info.-Write: International Job Cen· 
tcr, 'Dept, N B Box 4490, Berkeley, · CA . 
94704. 3/1 
HELP WAN'l'ED. Full or part time. Above 
a veragc income. Bunny's Esco_:t:: 266·7656, 3/9 
Tonight! 
REMARKABLE. 
-Joseph Morgenstern, Newsweek 
BEAUTIFUL. 
- Paulma Kae/, The New Yorker 
BRILLIANT. 
- New York Times 
SUPERB. 
-Playboy Magazine 
7&9&11 
SUB Theatre 
$1.00 
Screening Room 
FIRST PLAZA GALERIA 
IN-THEATRE BAR • 243-1465 
Magic Flute 7:00 - 9:35 
Swept Away 7:30- 9:45 
7. TRAVEL 
EUROPE (from. $289 r.t.) ASIA (from $499 r.t.) 
Low cost jet fares 1111 over Lhe world Uailpasses, 
etc. I.T.S, (303]443·7584. 2031 Broadway, Boulder, 
Colorado 80302, 3/10 
VISIT RUSSIA: Leningrad, Petrozav.Qilsk, 
Novgorod, Moscow, Odessa, Kiev, Dudap;st, 
.Prague, June 9-July 8. 1976, Totalcost-$1442. In-
eludes-meals, transport11t!on, h11tels. $200 
deposit. In~crested?? Aet Now! Contact George 
Harutunian at 351-A, Ortega Hall, 277-2334, home 
298-2229: 3/1 .. 
Thursday . 1 
7 & 9 & 11 
"McCabe ~nd 
Mrs. Miller" 
Friday 
·The last.nine women 
left alive. 
Saturday 
7 & 9 & 11 
Robert Altman's 
"Thieves 
Like 
Us'' 
SUB Theatre 
7 & 9pm $1.00 
"Swept 
Away: 
Directed by 
Lina Wertmuller 
an incredible 
film of political 
romance. 
Free Parking 
2nd & Tijeras 
Fri ·Sun .. THE NINE 
I!YESor FRITZ 
THE CAT'· 
The Depression; Dust 
Bowls· and marathons 
Grapes of Wrath 
Mon·Thurs 
King of Hearts 
and 
Morgan 
6:10·10 King 
8:05 Morgan 
6:45 9:55 
8:20 
Starts Friday 
Henry Fonda · 
-
They Shoot Horses, 
Don't They 
Jane Fonda 
5:30-10~ Grapes 7:40 They 
DOlt JI!A.NCHD'S 
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247•4414 
KRST MIIJNITER 
llock & R!!ll 
Your Eyes 
Emerson, Lake 
& f>almer 
Students Showing 
I.D. $1.75 Cuild ·theatre Sat & Sun Mat 
Just $1.00 3405 central n.e. • 2e5•0220 
